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MEET THE FNURKZ

Get ready to enter the world of Fnurkz, a cutting-edge web3 lab and think tank that is
redefining the boundaries of NFTs. Our mission is to unlock the hidden potential within the
ERC721 standard, paving the way for even more dynamic content.

At Fnurkz, we believe that NFTs have the power to transcend traditional boundaries. Our
team of visionaries is at the forefront of developing innovative solutions that seamlessly
blend  gaming,  staking,  and  art  collectibles.  We're  breaking  free  from  the  confines  of
conventional thinking to create a vibrant ecosystem where creativity meets finance.

Drawing inspiration from pop art sensibilities, we infuse our creations with an explosion of
colors  and imagination.  Prepare  to  be  mesmerized by  a fusion  of  crypto  finance and
captivating visuals that will  leave you craving for more. We're breaking new ground by
exploring uncharted territories and pushing the boundaries of what's possible with NFTs.

In  our  growing  ecosystem,  the  possibilities  are  limitless.  Imagine  immersive  gaming
experiences that intertwine with staking, creating an entirely new paradigm where your
NFTs become active participants in your financial journey. With Fnurkz, it's not just about
owning digital art; it's about engaging in a dynamic world where your NFTs have real value
and utility.

But let's not forget the most crucial  ingredient:  fun! We believe that every step of this
incredible journey should be filled with joy, excitement, and a sense of adventure. From the
moment  you  step  into  our  world,  you'll  be  greeted  with  a  vibrant  community,  thrilling
experiences, and a constant stream of surprises that will keep you on the edge of your
seat.

Fnurkz is where the future of NFTs is being shaped. Join us as we unleash a new era of
digital collectibles that seamlessly blend art, finance, and endless possibilities. Together,
let's embark on a journey that will redefine the way we perceive, interact with, and enjoy
NFTs.

Fnurk or die.

Web: fnurkz.xyz
Twitter: @0xfnurkz
Email: fnurkz@proton.me
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1.0 How Fnurkz NFTs work

Fnurkz  NFTs  operate  on  a  series-based  system,
where each series is composed of a limited edition of
93 mints,  showcasing a unique graphic style. Every
mint is initially "sealed," meaning its underlying image
remains  concealed  until  it  is  opened  through  the
"open NFT" button in the dashboard.

One  distinctive  feature  of  Fnurkz  is  the  impressive
128% APY * (Annual Percentage Yield) that hodlers
can earn upon NFT acquisition. By default, NFTs are
staked,  ensuring  that  their  value  reflects  the
performance  of  the  staking  protocol.  This  makes
Fnurkz NFTs an appealing investment opportunity, as
well  as  a  platform for  collecting  visually  captivating
digital artwork.

Essentially,  Fnurkz  combines  the  allure  of  NFT
collectibles with the functionality of staking protocols.

* The APY is indicative for early hodlers and may fluctuate after launch.

1.1. Lockup Time & Cash Out

The payment structure for your Fnurkz NFT includes
two lockup period alternatives, providing flexibility and
choices for the NFT holders:

If  you  opt  to  receive  payment  in  USDT,  there  is  a
lockup period of 9 months associated with your NFT.
During this period, the funds received for the NFT will
be  held  securely,  allowing  for  potential  price
appreciation or value accrual over time.

On the other hand, if you prefer to receive payment in
Fnoopy, the lockup period is significantly shorter, set
at 2 weeks. This option offers a faster liquidity option,
allowing you to access the value of your NFT within a
relatively shorter timeframe.

When it comes to liquidating your NFT and converting it into a tradable asset or currency,
you  can  easily  manage  the  process  through  the  dashboard  on  the  Fnurkz  website.
However, it's important to note that if the lockup period has not yet expired, the option to
cash out is temporarily unavailable. This mechanism ensures the integrity of the lockup
period and prevents premature liquidation of NFTs before the designated timeframe.

By  implementing  lockup  periods,  Fnurkz  aims  to  strike  a  balance  between  providing
immediate  liquidity  options  for  users  while  also  incentivizing  long-term  holding  and
potential value appreciation for NFT holders.
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1.2 Fnurkz NFT Rewards

By holding Fnurkz NFTs, you unlock the opportunity to earn Fnoopy coins, which serve as
the native ERC20 token of the Fnurkz ecosystem. These coins are exclusively available to
NFT hodlers, offering them additional benefits and incentives within the platform.

Fnoopy operates on the BNB Smart Chain, a high-performance blockchain solution known
for its scalability and low transaction costs.  Leveraging the BNB Smart Chain ensures
efficient and cost-effective token transactions for Fnurkz users.

As an NFT hodler, your participation in the Fnurkz ecosystem allows you to accumulate
Fnoopy coins over time. These tokens can be utilized for  various purposes within the
platform, such as accessing exclusive features, participating in governance decisions, or
potentially exchanging them for other digital assets and services.

The integration of Fnoopy coins as an ERC20 token on the BNB Smart Chain strengthens
the Fnurkz ecosystem, creating a seamless and secure environment for NFT holders to
engage with and benefit from the platform's offerings.

1.3 Trade Fnurkz NFTs on 3rd Party Marketplaces

Fnurkz NFTs adhere to the ERC721 standard, a widely recognized and accepted protocol
for  non-fungible  tokens  on  the  Ethereum  blockchain.  This  compliance  ensures
compatibility  and interoperability with various decentralized marketplaces and platforms
that support the ERC721 standard.

As a result, Fnurkz NFTs can be freely traded on any marketplace that implements the
ERC721  standard.  Notable  examples  include  popular  platforms  like  OpenSea,  which
provide a vast and diverse ecosystem for buying, selling, and discovering NFTs.

The ERC721 standard guarantees the uniqueness and indivisibility of each Fnurkz NFT,
making them stand out in the digital collectibles space. Whether you are a creator looking
to sell your Fnurkz NFTs or an enthusiast interested in acquiring them, you can leverage
the established infrastructure of ERC721-compatible marketplaces to engage in seamless
and transparent transactions.

Fnurkz's compliance with the ERC721 standard opens up a world of possibilities for NFT
enthusiasts,  facilitating  broader  exposure,  liquidity,  and  participation  within  the  vibrant
ecosystem of decentralized marketplaces.

1.4 Network

Fnurkz is deployed on the BNB Smart Chain.

BNB Smart Chain is a blockchain platform created by Binance as a faster and lower-cost
alternative  to  Ethereum  for  decentralized  applications  (dApps)  and  smart  contracts.
Launched  in  2020,  BSC  operates  on  a  dual-chain  architecture,  using  a  consensus
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mechanism called Proof of Staked Authority (PoSA) to enable fast block times and high
throughput. It is compatible with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), allowing developers
to easily port their Ethereum projects to BSC and benefiting from existing tools and smart
contract languages. BSC's native cryptocurrency is Binance Coin (BNB), which is used for
transaction fees and within the Binance ecosystem.

Binance Smart Chain has gained popularity due to its speed, low fees, and compatibility
with  Ethereum projects.  It  has  attracted a  thriving  ecosystem of  decentralized finance
(DeFi) projects, dApps, and NFT platforms. BSC offers scalability, interoperability, and a
vibrant landscape for users to participate in various blockchain-based activities, making it
an increasingly influential player in the decentralized finance arena.

Deploying Fnurkz NFT on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) provides several benefits. First,
BSC offers faster transaction processing and lower fees compared to Ethereum, allowing
for a more cost-effective and efficient NFT ecosystem. Second, BSC's compatibility with
the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) enables seamless migration of Fnurkz NFTs from
Ethereum,  leveraging  the  existing  Ethereum-based  tools,  libraries,  and  smart  contract
languages.  Additionally,  BSC's  growing  ecosystem  and  increasing  adoption  in  the
decentralized finance (DeFi)  space provide a vibrant  and active community  for Fnurkz
NFTs, offering potential for increased visibility, liquidity, and engagement. 

The  deployment  of  Fnurkz  NFTs  and  Fnoopy  coins  on  BSC  also  benefits  users  by
mitigating  congestion  and  reducing  gas  fees  compared  to  operating  solely  on  the
Ethereum mainnet. This scalability advantage empowers users to interact with the Fnurkz
ecosystem in a more accessible and economically feasible manner.

Overall,  the decision to deploy Fnurkz NFTs and Fnoopy coins on the BSC blockchain
underscores  the  platform's  commitment  to  providing  a  robust,  user-friendly,  and  cost-
efficient environment for NFT enthusiasts and stakeholders.
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2.0 Meet Fnoopy

Fnoopy is Fnurkz's dedicated ERC20 token, serving as a fundamental element within our
ecosystem. Currently, Fnoopy coins are exclusively available to Fnurkz hodlers as rewards
for  their  participation  and  engagement.  Our  future  roadmap  includes  plans  to  make
Fnoopy available for public sale once the token's price has reached a stable and favorable
position,  offering  early  hodlers  the  advantage  of  securing  tokens  before  broader
distribution. Until that milestone is reached, the motto remains: "You gotta fnurk it to fnoop
it."

Fnoopy coins hold significant importance in our expansive world of projects and initiatives.
As we move forward, Fnoopy will be integrated into our subsequent ventures as a primary
means of contract interaction. This means that Fnoopy will play a central role in facilitating
various interactions,  such as accessing exclusive  features,  participating  in  governance
mechanisms, and engaging with future projects and services within the Fnurkz ecosystem.

By implementing Fnoopy as a core component across our ecosystem, we aim to create a
unified and interconnected environment, ensuring seamless interoperability and consistent
user experiences across multiple projects. Fnoopy serves as a bridge that enhances the
functionality and utility of our future developments, promoting a cohesive ecosystem and
reinforcing the value proposition of being a Fnurkz hodler.

With Fnoopy as our dedicated ERC20 token, we are paving the way for a vibrant and
dynamic  future,  where  the  Fnurkz  community  can  fully  embrace  the  potential  and
possibilities that lie ahead.

2.1 What you can do with Fnoopy (Use cases)

Fnoopy  offers  a  range  of  use  cases  within  the  Fnurkz  ecosystem,  providing  exciting
opportunities for token holders:

1. Loyalty Rewards: Fnoopy serves as a loyalty reward for hodling Fnurkz NFTs. As a
dedicated ERC20 token,  Fnoopy is  distributed to  Fnurkz  hodlers  as  a  token of
appreciation  for  their  continued support  and engagement.  Holding  Fnurkz  NFTs
allows  you  to  accumulate  Fnoopy  coins,  unlocking  additional  benefits  and
incentives within the ecosystem.

2. Early Adoption Benefits: By being an early adopter and holding Fnoopy coins, you
position yourself to reap the rewards of patience as the token's price increases. As
the  Fnurkz  ecosystem  grows  and  gains  traction,  the  value  of  Fnoopy  has  the
potential to appreciate, providing early hodlers with the opportunity for significant
returns on their investment.

3. Integral Ecosystem Interactions: Fnoopy plays a central role within our ecosystem,
serving as a means of interaction with future protocols and projects. As we expand
our offerings, Fnoopy will be utilized for contract interactions, granting token holders
the ability to participate in governance mechanisms, access exclusive features, and
engage  with  upcoming  projects  within  the  Fnurkz  ecosystem.  Holding  Fnoopy
ensures that you have a stake and influence in the evolution and development of
the Fnurkz platform.
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By leveraging Fnoopy, you gain access to a versatile digital asset with tangible benefits.
Whether it's earning loyalty rewards, capitalizing on early adoption advantages, or actively
participating  in  the  growth  of  the  ecosystem,  Fnoopy  empowers  you  to  be  an  active
participant in the Fnurkz community and maximize the value of your engagement.
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3.0 Future Development

Fnurkz has an exciting roadmap ahead, featuring various projects and developments that
will  expand  the  ecosystem  and  enhance  user  experiences.  Here  are  some  of  the
upcoming initiatives:

• Parakon:  We  are  introducing  Parakon,  a  strategy  game  that  incorporates  the
innovative  concept  of  harberger  tax.  This  game  will  provide  a  captivating  and
engaging experience, leveraging the principles of strategic puzzle assembly and
economic dynamics. Players will  have the opportunity to participate in the game
while exploring the unique aspects of the harberger tax mechanism.

• DeFi Tools: As part of our commitment to expanding the utility of Fnoopy tokens, we
are developing DeFi tools that will serve as a bridge for seamless integration and
interaction  with  other  decentralized finance protocols.  This  will  unlock  additional
opportunities  for  Fnoopy holders  to  participate  in  various DeFi  applications  and
access a wider range of financial services.

• Backend: Our dedicated team is continuously researching and implementing new
machine  learning  (ML)  strategies  within  our  staking  protocols.  By  leveraging
advanced  ML  techniques,  we  aim  to  enhance  the  efficiency  of  the  staking
mechanisms,  ultimately  benefiting  Fnurkz  hodlers  with  optimized  returns  and
improved performance.

• Marketplace Enhancements: We are actively working on a marketplace feature that
will enable hodlers to swap their NFTs directly with other hodlers, without the need
for traditional ERC20 token payments. This innovative feature will facilitate 100%
ERC721-for-ERC721 swapping, providing a seamless and secure avenue for NFT
holders to diversify their collections and engage in direct peer-to-peer trades.

• These future  developments  demonstrate  our  commitment  to  innovation  and  the
continuous improvement of the Fnurkz ecosystem. By expanding into new areas
such  as  gaming,  DeFi,  advanced  backend  strategies,  and  enhancing  the
marketplace experience, we strive to create a dynamic and thriving ecosystem that
offers exciting opportunities and valuable experiences for our community.
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4.0 Technology

At Fnurkz, we pride ourselves on developing all contracts and associated code in-house.
Our development process involves building upon established standards as the foundation
and  implementing  custom  functions  as  necessary  to  tailor  them  to  our  specific
requirements.

By utilizing  established standards,  such as ERC721 for  NFTs and ERC20 for  Fnoopy
tokens,  we  ensure  compatibility  and  interoperability  with  the  broader  blockchain
ecosystem. These standards provide a solid framework and allow Fnurkz to seamlessly
integrate with various wallets, exchanges, and other platforms that support these industry-
standard protocols.

However, we go beyond the standard implementations by introducing custom functions
and features to meet the unique needs of our ecosystem. This customization allows us to
optimize functionality, enhance user experiences, and introduce innovative features that
differentiate Fnurkz from other platforms.

Our  in-house  development  approach  ensures  a  high  level  of  control  over  the  entire
technology stack, from smart contract development to backend infrastructure. This enables
us to swiftly respond to user feedback, implement improvements, and adapt to evolving
market demands.

4.1 Staking Protocol

Fnurkz  operates  a  centrally-run  staking  protocol  that  provides  enhanced  security  and
greater flexibility in trading. Our staking protocol utilizes a batch allocation strategy, where
funds are allocated in batches based on predetermined percentages. This approach helps
to mitigate market fluctuations while enabling profitable trading activities.

To optimize trading outcomes, we employ algorithmic trading techniques with a 100% non-
discretionary  strategy.  This  means  that  trading  decisions  are  based  solely  on  pre-
programmed algorithms,  removing human subjectivity  from the  process.  By relying  on
algorithmic trading, we aim to achieve consistent and objective execution of trades.

Additionally, our staking protocol involves allocating funds to third-party protocols, which
are carefully evaluated and adjusted based on market fluctuations. This dynamic allocation
strategy allows us to adapt to changing market conditions and optimize returns.

Furthermore,  all  asset  allocation  and  trading  activities  within  the  staking  protocol  are
powered by machine learning. Machine learning algorithms analyze market data, historical
patterns, and other relevant factors to make data-driven decisions. This approach enables
us to leverage sophisticated techniques to enhance trading performance and maximize
returns for our stakeholders.

By  combining  a  centrally-run  staking  protocol,  non-discretionary  algorithmic  trading,
dynamic asset allocation, and machine learning capabilities, Fnurkz provides a secure and
efficient staking experience. Our approach seeks to optimize trading opportunities while
managing risk and ensuring a consistent and robust performance within the ever-evolving
crypto market.
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4.2 Security

Fnurkz  takes  a  centralized  approach  to  its  staking  protocol,  which  offers  several
advantages in terms of security. By not hosting the staking protocol on-chain, we mitigate
the risks associated with rug pulls and hacks that are prevalent in the crypto space.

One  key  benefit  of  a  centralized  structure  is  the  ability  to  implement  robust  security
measures  and  infrastructure.  Centralized  systems  allow  for  stronger  access  controls,
encryption mechanisms, and monitoring tools that can help detect and prevent potential
security breaches. By maintaining control over the staking protocol's infrastructure, we can
leverage  industry-standard  security  practices  and  continually  update  our  security
measures to stay ahead of emerging threats.

Another  advantage  of  a  centralized  structure  is  the  reduced  risk  of  smart  contract
vulnerabilities.  Smart  contracts,  while  powerful,  can  be  susceptible  to  bugs  and
vulnerabilities that may be exploited by malicious actors. By running the staking protocol
centrally, we can implement additional layers of security and conduct thorough audits to
identify and address any potential weaknesses.

Furthermore, a centralized structure enables rapid response and recovery in the event of a
security incident. With dedicated security teams and protocols in place, we can quickly
detect and respond to any threats, minimizing potential damages and ensuring the safety
of user funds.

While  decentralization is  a  fundamental  principle  in  the  crypto space,  it's  important  to
recognize that a centralized structure can offer distinct security advantages. By avoiding
the pitfalls commonly associated with on-chain protocols, such as rug pulls and hacks,
Fnurkz prioritizes the protection of user assets and aims to provide a secure environment
for participants to engage in staking activities. 
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5.0 Marketing

Fnurkz recognizes the value of organic growth and community building as the foundation
of our success. We prioritize fostering an enthusiastic community that drives the adoption
and awareness of our platform.

To achieve this, we employ a multi-faceted marketing approach that focuses on building
meaningful connections with our target audience. We leverage various channels, including
social  media  platforms,  online  communities,  and  industry  partnerships,  to  create
awareness  and  engage  with  potential  users.  Through  consistent  and  authentic
communication, we aim to establish Fnurkz as a trusted and respected brand within the
crypto community.

5.0.1 Partnerships

Fnurkz is committed to forming strategic partnerships with projects that share a similar
vision. We actively seek out partnerships with entities operating in the gameFi and staking
sectors, as these areas align with our core offerings. By collaborating with like-minded
projects, we aim to foster synergies, share resources, and drive mutual growth.

In addition to gameFi and staking partnerships, we recognize the importance of expanding
our reach beyond the DeFi space. We actively seek non-DeFi partnerships to popularize
our products in new target segments and tap into untapped markets. These partnerships
allow us to showcase the versatility and potential of Fnurkz to a wider audience, fostering
adoption and driving the long-term success of our platform.

5.0.2 Crowdsales

Fnurkz NFTs are made available to the public upon launch, providing an opportunity for
individuals  to  own  unique  and  limited-edition  collectibles.  However,  the  availability  of
Fnoopy coins, our native ERC20 token, is initially limited to Fnurkz participants.

We have set a soft cap goal of USD 1,500,000 in terms of our assets under management
(AUM) and token price stability before making Fnoopy coins accessible to non-Fnurkers.
This approach ensures that early Fnurkz participants and supporters have the opportunity
to benefit from the initial growth and success of the platform.

5.0.3 Airdrops

Fnurkz has exciting plans for airdrops targeted at a special  segment within the crypto
community. We are working on details to ensure that the airdrop provides significant value
and aligns  with  our  vision  and objectives.  Stay  tuned for  forthcoming announcements
regarding the airdrop program. We look forward to rewarding our community and providing
additional opportunities for engagement.

Through our strategic marketing initiatives,  partnerships, and targeted airdrops,  Fnurkz
aims to build a strong and vibrant community that is actively involved in the growth and
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success  of  our  platform.  We  value  our  community  members  and  strive  to  create
meaningful experiences and opportunities for all stakeholders.
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TOKENOMICS

6.0 Fnurkz

Fnurkz NFTs are designed with scarcity and uniqueness in mind. Each series is limited to
93 mints and features its own distinctive style, ensuring that every Fnurkz NFT is a one-of-
a-kind  collectible.  When you  choose  to  liquidate  your  Fnurkz,  it  will  be  burnt  forever,
enhancing the exclusivity and value of the remaining NFTs in circulation.

While there is no limit on the total number of series that will be launched, rest assured that
each  series  will  maintain  its  uniqueness.  Once  a  series  is  sold  out,  it  will  never  be
reproduced, making each Fnurkz NFT a rare and coveted item.

Fnurkz NFTs are initially priced at USD 1499 per mint. The pricing structure allows for
greater earning potential, as the value of each Fnurkz NFT increases over time through
generated interest and rewards in the form of Fnoopy coins.

6.1 Fnoopy

Fnoopy coins have a maximum total supply of 5,000,000,000 tokens. The price of Fnoopy
is directly pegged to the assets under management (AUM) of the Fnurkz NFT mints and
the underlying staking protocol. As the staking protocol performs well and more Fnurkz
NFTs are minted, the price of Fnoopy will  rise accordingly, reflecting the growth of the
ecosystem.

During  the  eventual  crowdsale,  the  price  of  Fnoopy  is  set  at  USD  0.005  per  token,
providing an accessible entry point for participants to acquire Fnoopy coins.

6.1.1 Allocations

To  ensure  the  long-term sustainability  and  growth  of  the  ecosystem,  the  allocation  of
Fnoopy coins is structured as follows:

• Treasury: 25%
• Angel investors: 15%
• Community: 60%

The treasury allocation is set aside for future development,  strategic partnerships, and
other initiatives aimed at advancing the Fnurkz ecosystem. The angel investors' allocation
rewards early supporters and contributors who have played a pivotal role in the project's
inception. The largest allocation, 60%, is dedicated to the community, emphasizing the
importance of fostering a strong and engaged user base that actively participates in the
growth and success of Fnurkz.

6.0 Fee Structure

Fnurkz  NFTs  incur  a  fee  structure  designed  to  align  incentives  and  support  the
sustainability of the ecosystem. The fee structure includes:
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Management fee: A 2% fee based on the assets under management (AUM) is levied on
Fnurkz NFTs. This fee contributes to the ongoing development and maintenance of the
platform, ensuring the provision of high-quality services and experiences.

Performance fee: A performance fee of 20% is applied to profits generated above 10%.
This fee structure incentivizes the staking protocol to achieve consistent and significant
returns. Importantly, the first 10% of profits are exempt from the performance fee, allowing
participants to enjoy initial gains before the fee comes into effect. This means that if the
ROI does not exceed 10% there is no fee levied on it.

The fee  structure  ensures that  the  growth  and success of  the  Fnurkz  ecosystem are
sustainable, benefiting both the platform and its participants.
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7.0 Roadmap

Q2 2023

• Launch Fnurkz:  The official  launch of  Fnurkz  NFTs,  introducing the  unique and
limited-edition  collectibles  to  the  market.  The  initial  focus  will  be  on  creating
excitement and demand for Fnurkz NFTs.

• Strategic Partnerships: Forge the first batch of strategic partnerships in marketing
and  development.  Collaborate  with  like-minded  projects  to  amplify  brand
awareness,  expand  the  user  base,  and  enhance  the  platform's  features  and
functionality.

Q3 2023

• Marketplace  for  ERC721  Swapping:  Introduce  a  dedicated  marketplace  where
Fnurkz NFT hodlers can swap their NFTs directly, eliminating the need for traditional
ERC20 token transactions. This feature provides a seamless and secure platform
for Fnurkz community members to exchange their unique collectibles.

• New Staking Strategies: Implement innovative staking strategies to enhance the
performance and profitability of the underlying staking protocol. Continuously refine
and  optimize  the  algorithmic  trading  and  asset  allocation  strategies  based  on
market trends and user feedback.

Q4 2023

• Reach Soft Cap: Achieve the soft cap goal of USD 1,500,000 in terms of assets
under  management (AUM) and token price stability.  This  milestone signifies the
growth and maturity of the Fnurkz ecosystem and demonstrates its attractiveness to
investors and participants.

• Public Availability of Fnoopy: Open up the availability of Fnoopy coins to the general
public.  Non-Fnurkers  will  have the  opportunity  to  acquire  and participate  in  the
Fnoopy ecosystem,  unlocking  new possibilities  and  utility  for  the  native  ERC20
token.

• Fund DEX Pools: Establish decentralized exchange (DEX) pools for trading pairs
involving Fnoopy, such as Fnoopy/USDT and Fnoopy/Matic. This ensures liquidity
and facilitates seamless trading experiences for Fnoopy coin holders.

Q1 2024

• Expand Fnoopy on Other Networks: Extend the presence of Fnoopy beyond the
BNB  Smart  Chain  and  explore  integration  with  other  compatible  blockchain
networks. This expansion enhances interoperability and provides a wider range of
options for Fnoopy coin holders to engage with the ecosystem.

• Fnoopy Bridge:  Launch a  bridge that  enables  the  seamless transfer  of  Fnoopy
tokens  across  different  blockchain  networks.  This  bridge  technology  simplifies
cross-chain transactions and enables Fnoopy coin holders to access opportunities
across multiple platforms.

• Parakon Launch: Introduce Parakon, a strategy game developed in conjunction with
Fnurkz, offering engaging gameplay and utilizing innovative mechanisms such as
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the Harberger tax. Parakon leverages Fnoopy as a means of contract interaction,
further integrating and expanding the utility of the native ERC20 token.

Q2 2024

• CEX Listings: Secure listings for Fnoopy on centralized cryptocurrency exchanges
(CEXes), expanding the accessibility and reach of the token. Listing on reputable
exchanges  increases  liquidity  and  exposure,  attracting  a  broader  audience  of
investors and enthusiasts.

• Achieve  Fnoopy  Market  Cap:  Aim  to  achieve  a  market  capitalization  of  USD
25,000,000  for  Fnoopy.  This  milestone  represents  the  growing  recognition  and
adoption of Fnoopy as a valuable and sought-after token, solidifying its position
within the crypto market.

The  roadmap  outlines  the  key  milestones  and  objectives  for  Fnurkz  and  Fnoopy,
highlighting the planned developments and expansions to  drive the growth,  utility,  and
adoption of the platform and its native token.
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Disclaimer

This whitepaper  serves as a presentation of Fnurkz cryptocurrency and its  associated
products. The information provided herein should not be considered exhaustive and does
not establish a legally binding contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is to offer relevant
information to  potential  investors and participants,  enabling them to decide whether  to
conduct a more comprehensive analysis of the offering.

The  content  of  this  whitepaper  does  not  constitute  a  prospectus  or  a  solicitation  for
investment in any jurisdiction. It is purely informative in nature and has not been prepared
in accordance with, nor is it subject to, the laws or regulations of any jurisdiction intended
to protect investors.

The Fnurkz team explicitly  disclaims all  responsibilities for any direct  or  consequential
losses or damages of any kind that may arise directly or indirectly from:

• Reliance on any information contained in this document
• Actions taken as a result of the information provided
• Errors, omissions, or inaccuracies in the information presented

Cryptocurrencies  are  high-risk  investments  and  may  not  be  suitable  for  all  types  of
investors.  Before  purchasing  any  cryptocurrency,  individuals  must  ensure  that  they
understand the nature, complexity, and risks associated with cryptocurrency trading and
determine if it aligns with their investment objectives. Investing in cryptocurrencies should
not  be  done  without  a  thorough  understanding  of  the  potential  extent  of  loss.
Cryptocurrency  exchange  rates  have  historically  exhibited  significant  volatility,  and
potential  losses  could  extend  to  the  entire  investment  in  cryptocurrencies.  Numerous
factors beyond the control of Fnurkz can influence the market price of cryptocurrencies,
including  but  not  limited  to  national  and  international  economic,  financial,  regulatory,
political, terrorist, military, and other events, as well as adverse or positive news, publicity,
and general market conditions characterized by extreme uncertainty and volatility. Sudden
and  significant  price  fluctuations  and  challenges  related  to  selling  or  exchanging
cryptocurrencies may occur at any time.

It is essential for individuals considering involvement in the Fnurkz ecosystem to conduct
their own due diligence and consult with financial professionals or advisors to assess the
suitability and risks associated with cryptocurrency investments.


